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Prostate cancer

✔ 2nd most common cause of cancer related deaths in men
✔ Current technology not really good for prostate:

➔ SPECT: 
➘ resolution and sensitivity coupled due to mechanical collimators
➘ limited to low energy radioisotopes
➘ poor resolution and low counting rate

➔ PET:
➘ better spatial resolution but,
➘ strong attenuation in the pelvic region:

●  it needs to detect 2 gammas.
✔ An internal probe based on the concept of a Compton scatter camera 

would provide
➔ resolution and sensitivity decoupled

➘ Gain on resolution and sensitivity by a factor of 5 and 40 resp.
➔ performance improves with gamma energy:

➘ High performance over a wide range of radioisotopes  
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The Compton Concept

✔ Use 2 detectors: scatterer and absorber
✔ Use Compton scattering in first detector as electronic collimator.

➔ Silicon is optimum as a material.
✔ For each photon the source can be anywhere in a cone:

➔ opening angle is the scattering angle (from energy in scatterer)
➔ axis is the scattered photon direction (from positions in both detectors)

✔ The intersection of many of those cones defines the source position
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Keys to performance

✔ Resolution driven by
➔ axis determination (optimized geometry and spatial resolution)
➔ Angle determination

➘ Doppler broadening (intrinsic resolution) 
➘ ΔE

electron

✔ Graph:
➔ solid lines: just Doppler
➔ Dashed lines: Noise added

✔ Better performance at
➔ small angles
➔ high gamma energies

➘ relative effect of noise is 
smaller

✔ One wouldn't like to loose any 
photon between 20o-90o

➔ @140 keV: 5-30 keV
➘ S/N ~ 5 →   ΔE

scatterer
~ 1 keV

➔ @390 keV: 20-120 keV
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The Prostate Probe
✔ The Internal Probe: a stack of packed 

silicon sensors: 4x1x1 cm
➔ As close as 1cm to the prostate

✔ Second detector is external and can 
be any existing device

✔ Main issues:
➔ packaging,
➔ heat removal and
➔ material between 1st and 2nd detectors

✔ Simulations with background and 
attenuation in 10cm of tissue...:
➔ Sensitivity: factor 16-50 better
➔ Resolution: factor ~5 better

Distance (cm) Resolution (mm)
Compton Probe 1 1.80E-003 2.47
High-sensitivity In-111 Collimator 10 1.11E-004 15.9
High-resolution In-111 Collimator 10 4.00E-005 10.5

*Includes attenuation for 10 cm tissue

Efficiency*

141 keV 171 keV 245 keV 364 keV 511 keV

4mm point-to-point, 1 cm from probe. Resolution from 2.8 to 1.7mm

L. Zhang et al.
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The Prototype
✔ Stack of 5 SINTEF 1mm thick,

 256 1.4x1.4 mm pad Si sensors
➔ VATAGP3 self-triggering, 128 channels 

readout ASIC
✔ Sprint camera NaI scintillator heads as 2nd 

detector
✔ VME based custom DAQ system
✔ mounted on a precision mechanical support
✔ Data from 57Co and 133Ba

➔ only available in our lab. environment

Scatter detector

Absorption detector

Source
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The Silicon Module

✔ 5 silicon modules stacked to form the
scatter detector, packed into a dense
mechanical assembly (~5 mm spacing)

✔ The modules are connected to a distribution 
board and presented to the DAQ as a single object

✔ ΔE was about 
➔ 1.4 keV FWHM when operated individually and about 
➔ 1.5 keV FWHM when operated all together.

✔ The 5 modules could be operated with a threshold of 15 keV for 
the self trigger of the ASICs.

Distribution
board

5 modules

Si sensor
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Scintillator

✔ Choice driven by availability.
✔ NaI(Tl) scintillator heads borrowed from 

CSPRINT.
➔ 1.27cm thick
➔ readout by 20 PMs
➔ spatial resolution: ~2mm RMS
➔ energy resolution: 8-10% RMS

✔ Trigger on hardware energy sum
✔ The coincidence with silicon ASICs trigger 

was the system trigger.
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Coincidences
✔ From timing difference distribution:

➔ tail at lower values is a consequence of 
ASICs time walk

➔ Need to operate with a coincidence window 
of 200ns

✔ Unavoidable accidental coincidences
➔ need to shield the source

➘ needs to be placed further away than desired
➔ Scintillators at 90o

➘ No optimal angular range

Accidental Real

Total absorption in Si
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The Data Set
✔ Goals:

➔ Study effect of geometry: vary the distance between Si and Scin.
➘ D0 (~10cm), D0+5cm and D0+10cm

➔ Study effect of photon energy on performance:
➘ Use 56Co (122 keV) and 133Ba (272, 302 and 356 keV) 

✔ Reconstruction: MLEM method developed at U. Michigan
✔ Problems:

➔ Angle range not optimum: 
➘ choose same for all data sets in order to compare: 60o-70o  

➔ Scintillator ΔE not good enough to separate 133Ba peaks
➘ Use our prior knowledge of where the source is:

● Get “real” angle θ → Get E
0
 = f(E

si
, θ) → Choose the E

peak
 with higher

P E peak∣E0 ~ PE0∣E peakPEpeak
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Results
✔ Distance from Si to source was 11.3 cm, a bit further than we 

would have liked, but we needed to shield the source
✔ Effect of energy is clearly visible

➔ A factor 2 improvement when going from 57Co to 133Ba 
➔ Resolution can be as good as ~5mm even at >10cm from the source

✔ Distance of Si-Scin has also an impact
➔ magnified by the poor spatial resolution of the scintillators

✔ The setup simulation matches quite well the data...
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Extrapolation

✔ With the simulation we can get an idea of the resolution we could 
have obtained placing the source much closer to the silicon

✔ The exercise has been done
with Si-Scin distance D0
which was the less favorable
in our setup.

✔ Accidentals have not been
properly simulated
➔ Point at 1cm might be a bit 

too optimistic.
➔ Still, the resolution could be

of order 
➘ 2mm at high energies
➘ 4mm at low energies
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Conclusions

✔ First step in building a real prototype of a Compton Prostate 
Probe.
➔ A stack of 5 1mm thick silicon pad sensors have been operated 

reliably in coincidence with a scintillator head
✔ Effects of geometry and gamma energy on performance have 

been evaluated:
➔ The system performs much better at higher energies 

➘ ~10 mm FWHM @ ~11cm, 122 keV to be compared to
➘ ~5 mm FWHM @ ~11cm, 356 keV 
➘ Could do ~2 mm FWHM @ ~1cm, 356 keV

✔ Need to improve:
➔ Timewalk of comparators in Si modules 

➘ new VATAGP3_1  ASIC has already timewalk compensation
➔ System stability to further reduce the trigger threshold at Si
➔ Operate with a faster scintillator which should provide better energy 

and spatial resolution
➘ That would allow to get closer to the source and optimize the acceptance 

at the appropriate scattering angles
➘ ...in progress. New fast scintillator camera head for next demonstrator 
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Numbers for SPECT

Efficiency

13.2 mm

7.4 mm

15.9 mm

10.5 mm

Resolution 
@ 10 cm

High sensitivity, 
low energy 5.7x10-4

High resolution, 
low energy

1.8x10-4

High sensitivity, 
medium energy

1.1x10-4

High resolution, 
medium energy 4.0x10-5

Our system: ~10mm
@ 122 keV < 141keV
@ >10cm

Our system: ~5-6mm
@ 272-256 keV
@ >10cm
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Silicon as 1st detector

✔ Reasons favoring silicon, other than 
we like it...
➔ High ratio Compton/absorption
➔ Good sensitivity & low prob. for 2nd 

interaction
➔ Doppler effect smaller than in other 

materials
➔ We can stack silicon sensors
➔ “Standard” industrial technology
➔ Low noise self triggering readout 

electronics there... Need only 
optimization for this application.
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Doppler broadening

✔ Usual Compton kinematics assume 
the electron is at rest:
➔ One energy → One angle

✔ In fact it isn't
➔ One energy, and angle distribution 

with important tails

✔ In general, the tails are quite 
broad, but in the case of 
silicon, it is somewhat smaller 
and the peak has more 
importance than in other 
materials.
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Contributors to final Resolution

✔ From the simulation we can see how the different aspects 
contribute to the final resolution.

✔ At low energies 2 main contributors (steps in the graph above):
➔ ΔE

SI
 and ΔX

SCIN
 in order of importance

✔ At high energies it is mainly ΔX
SCIN

, ΔE
SCIN

 contributes slightly 
here since we need to separe the peaks
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